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Consider the functional equation F(y) = / . The following theorem is 
proved: Let F(y) be a nonlinear operator in Hubert space H such that the 
Gateaux differential F'(y) exists and is a symmetric operator on a closed set 
E a H. 
Under some assumptions (see (8) and (9)), an iterative process (10) is 
proposed, whose convergence is of order \y„ — y*\ S ^^" with л < 1. 
Let us denote by Б a Banach space, by Я a Hilbert (separable and complete) space. 
Let an equation 
(1) / Ay=f 
be given, with Ä = I — ÀK, where К is a. linear bounded operator and X a real para­
meter. The iterative method of Wiarda is based on the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let К be a symmetric operator and — (XKy, y) ^ 0 for every у e H. 
Let the inequality 0 < t9 < 1/(1 + ЦЯ̂ Ц̂) hold. Then the equation (1) has a unique 
solution J*. The iterative process defined by 
is covergent in the norm of H to the solution j * and its error satisfies 
< \\yi - >'o|| . 
\ - q 
where q = ||(l — i9) / — МК\\ and уо is an arbitrary element from H, 
The iterative method of Wiarda is a modification of the method of successive 
approximations. Its advantage is that it can be used for solving of linear equations 
with operators with norm not necessarily less than one. We shall generalize the 
theorem 1 for the solution of non-linear equations in general. 
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Let an equation 
(2) F{y)=f 
be given, where F(y) is an arbitrary operator which maps В into B. 
Lemma 1. Let F(y) be an arbitrary operator which maps В into В and let P 
be a linear bounded operator in В such that P~^ exists. Let the following conditions 
be fulfilled: 
L There exists a closed set E a В and a real number a(0 < a < 1) such that 
for every u.veE 
(3) \\R(u) - R{v)\\ ^ a\\u - v\\ , 
where R = I - PF, 
2. The closed sphere Q{yi, r), where 
Vi =Уо-- РНУО) + Pf, r = --^— \\y, ~ Уо\\ 
1 — a 
and Уо is an arbitrary element from £, lies in E. Then the equation (2) has a unique 
solution J* in the sphere Q(yi^ r). The sequence { y j defined by 
(4) Уп^, =Уп- РР{Уп) + P / , n = О, 1, 2, . . . 
is convergent in the norm of В to the solution y"^ of (2) and the error of the approxi­
mation y„ satisfies the inequality 
1 - a 
The p r o o f of this theorem follows from Banach's theorem [3], where we put 
T{y) = y - PF{y) + Pf. 
R e m a r k L If a = M(R) < 1, where 
(5) MJR) = sup ll^y - УI I , 
u,veB \\u — v\\ 
ЫфУ 
then the condition (3) is fulfilled. 
The equation (4) can be used to solve non-linear problems, if a real number 
afO < a < 1) can be found such that the inequality (3) holds on the closed set E a B, 
One method is described in the following lemma: 
Lemma 2. Let T{y) be an operator which maps H into H, which has the continuous 
Gateaux derivative T'{y) on the closed set E cz H, and let sup ||Т'(}^)|| < L For 
у € E 
every у e E let T'{y) be a symmetric operator in such that the inequality 
(6) {r{y)h,h) ^тЩЩт>0) 
holds for every у e E and h e H. If. 
M ( / - T ) = sup \m-T(u)-(v-u)\\^ 
u,veE llw — t;|| 
мфи 
1-60 
y„\\ й z 113̂1 - Уо1 
< 
then 
a = M( / - T) = sup ||/ - r{y)\\ < 1 . 
yeE 
Proof. We have 
| | r(y)! | = sup \ir{y)h,h)\ 
P I I = i 
for every yeE and he H. Now 
(7) | / - Г{у) I = sup \{h -^ r{y) К h)\ = sup 11 - {Г(у) h, h)\ = 
\\h\\ = i \\h\\ = i 
= sup {l-{r{y)h,h)}, 
Pl! = i 
because 0 < {T{y)h,h) S \\тХу)\\ < 1 for every yeE and he H with \\h\\ = 1. 
From (6) and (7), ||/ - T{y)\\ ^ 1 - m < 1. Therefore 
a = sup ||/ - r{y)\\ ^ 1 - m < 1 . 
yeE 
Then 
\\T{u)-T{v)-{u-v)\\ = \\rir{y)-l)dy\\S 
J V 
' II u - t ; II 
||r(0 -̂ 11 àt й 4^ - v\ . 
0 
Hence M(/ — T) < 1 and this concludes the proof. 
Theorem 2. Le^ P be an operator with properties as in Lemma 1, and let F{y) be 
an operator which maps H into H and has the continuous Gateaux derivative 
F'(y) on the closed set E cz H. For every y e H let PF\y) be a symmetric operator 
in H such that the inequalities 
(8) sup \\РЕХУ)\\ < 1 
yeE 
and 
(9) (PFXy) h, h) ^ m\\h\\^ {m > 0) 
hold for every у e E, h e H. Put 
(10) y„ + i =y„- PF{y„) + Pf, n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . , 
a = sup ||7 - PF'{y)\\ , r = --^— \\y, - уо\\ , 
yeE 1 — a 
where уд is an arbitrary element from E. Let Q{yi, r) be a closed sphere contained 
in E. Then the equation (2) has a unique solution >'* in the sphere 0(y, r). The 
sequence {уп\ defined by (10) converges in the norm of H to the solution >'* of (2) 
and its error satisfies 
\\y* - Уп\ й - ^ \\y. - Уо\\. 
1 — a 
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Proof. From (8), sup ||PF(j;)|| < 1. Further from (9), 
yeE 
a - sup II/ - PF'{y)\\ = sup [ sup \{h - PF^y) К h)\] -
УЕЕ уеЕ \\h\\=l 
= sup [ sup {1 - (PFXy) h, /ï)}] ^ 1 - m < 1 . 
y^E \\h\\ = l 
From lemmas 2, 1 we obtain our theorem. 
R e m a r k 2. From the proof it also follows that a may be replaced by a', where 
a < a ' = l — m < l . 
Let an equation 
(11) у-Щу)=/ 
be given, where Я is a real parameter, Ф{у) is an operator which maps В into B. 
R e m a r k 3. If we put P = I, then R = ЯФ. To solve equation (11) we use the 
iterative formulae 
Уп + 1 =ЩУп)+/, n = 0,1,2,... 
If a = М[АФ) < 1 (where М[АФ) is defined by equation 5), then the equation (11) 
has a unique solution in the sphere Q{yi, r), where 
^ II II 
1 — a 
Theorem 3. Let Ф{у) be an operator which maps H into H and has continuous 
Gateaux derivative Ф'{у) on the closed set E cz H for every y e H; assume it is 
a symmetrical operator in H and such that the inequality —(АФ'(у) h, h) ^ 0 
holds for every y e H and h e H. Let S satisfy 
(12) 0 < S < ^- . 
1 + sup ||ЯФ'(>^)|| 
уеЕ 
Put 
(13) y„^, = (1 _ 9) y„ + 9Щу„) + 6>/, n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . , 
a = sup II / - 9{I - ЩуЩ , r = ~^~ \\y, - у4 . 
у е Е 1 — ОС 
Let Q{yi, r) be a sphere which lies in E. Then the equation (11) has a unique solu­
tion j ; * in the sphere Q{yi, r). The sequence {>;„} defined by (13) converges in the 
norm of H to the solution y* o / ( l l ) and the error ||y* — y„|| of the approximation y„ 
satisfies 
Ь^-уЛйт^-Ьг-уЛ 
Proof . According to (12), 




a = sup [ sup 11 - Щ1 - ЛФХУ)} h, h)\] = 
уеЕ \\h\\=l 
= sup [ sup {1 - 5 + ^(ЯФ'(у) к h)}] ^ 1 ~ ^ < 1 . 
yeE | |й|!=1 
Our theorem follows from lemmas 2, 1. 
R e m a r k 4. The number a may be replaced by a', where a < a ' = l — ^ < L 
Let an equation 
(14) F{y) = 0 
be given, where F{y) is an operator which maps H into H. If we put P = [^'(уо)] ~ ̂  
in (10), we obtain the Newton-Kantorowitch iterative process. We prove the following 
theorems. 
Theorem 4. Let F[y) be an operator which maps H into H and has continuous 
Gateaux derivative F\y) on the closed set E a H, and let [^Е'(удУ]~^ = FQ, where 
Уо is an arbitrary element from E. Let FgF'^y) be a symmetric operator in H 
for every y e H, and such that the inequality 
(15) {FoFXy)h,h)^m\\h\\'; (m > 0) 
holds for every yeE and h e H. Let the inequality 
(16) 0 < S < 
sup \\ГоР'{у)\\ 
yeE 
hold for the number Э. Put 
(17) Уп^г-Уп- ^ГоЕ{у„), п = О, 1, 2, . . . 
а = sup | | / - ^ГОЕХУЦ , г = ~ ~ \\уо - }̂ i|i . 
у€Е 1 — а 
Let и{у1, г) be а sphere which is contained in E. Then the equation (14) has 
a unique solution j * in the sphere Q{yi, r). The sequence {y„} defined by (17) 
converges in the norm of H to y^ and its error satisfies 
\\y* - Уп\ й т^— bi - Уо\ • 
1 — a 
Proof. According to (16) and (17), 
sup ^| |ГоГ(^)| | < 1 , a == sup ||/ - ^F^F\y)\ = 
yeE yeE 
= sup [ sup |1 - S{FoFXy) h, h)\] ^ 1 - mS < 1 . 
yeE \\h\\ = ï 
R e m a r k 5. The number a in theorem 4 may be replaced by a', where a < a' = 
= 1 - m9 < 1. 
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Theorem 5. Let F(y) be an operator which maps В into В and such that it has 
Gateaux derivatives F\y), F"(}^ and FQ — [^'(з^о)]~^ '̂̂  ^ convex closed set E cz B. 
Let the following inequalities be fulfilled. ||roF''(>')|| ^ К for every "y e E and 
К . d{a)) < 1, where d{oj) = sup ||x — j | | . 
x,yeE 
Define the sequence {y„} by 
(18) y„ + i =•- Уп- ГоЕ{у„), и = О, 1, 2, ... ; Уо^Е . 
Let Q{yi, г) be а sphere, where 
\\y, - Уо\\ , a = sup 1|/ - ГоР'{у)\\ , 
1 — (X уеЕ 
which lies in E. 
Then the equation (14) has a unique solution y* in the sphere Q{yi, r). The 
sequence {y„} defined by (18) converges in the norm of В to y* and its error satisfies 
bi - Уо\\ ' 1 - a 
Proof. Denote 5(> )̂ = у - ГоЕ{у).ТЫп8Ху) = I - ToF^ylS^y) = -~ГоЕ"{у) 
and БХУО) = 0. We have 
1|/ - ГОЕХУ)\\ = \\sXy) - SXy,)\\ =--
ГУ С\\У-Уо\\ 
= Il S"{t) dt\\ й \\S"{t)\\ dt UK d{œ) < 1 . 
Jyo Jo 
Hence sup ||/ — roF'(j;)|| < 1. This and Lemmas 2, 1 conclude the proof. 
yeE 
R e m a r k 6. The assumption of symmetricity of the operator F'{y) in Theorems 2, 
3, 4 may be replaced by an assumption of potentiality of the operator F{y) (cf. [2] 
§ 5, theorem 5.1). 
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Р е з ю м е 
ОБ ОБОБЩЕНИИ МЕТОДА ВИАРДА ДЛЯ РЕШЕНИЯ 
НЕЛИНЕЙНЫХ ФУНКЦИОНАЛЬНЫХ УРАВНЕНИЙ 
ЙОСЕФ КОЛОМЫ (Josef Kolomy), Прага 
Обобщение метода Виарда основано на следующей теореме: 
Теорема 3. Пусть оператор Ф{у) е (И -^ Н) (И — гильбертово пространство) 
имеет на замкнутом мно:нсестве Е а H непрерывную производную Famo ФХУ)-
Пусть Ф'(у) является симметричным оператором для всех у е Е в П. Пусть 
выполнены следующие неравенства: 
О < ^ < \ -
1 + sup ||ЯФЧ;^)|| 
уеЕ 
и —{ХФ'{у) h, h) ^ О для всех у е Е и he И. Обозначим 
(1) Уп-,1 = (1 ~ЮУп+^^Ф(Уп) +^f. Уо^Е, л = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
а = sup | | / - Щ - ХФХУЦ , г = - ^ ~ \\у, - уо\\ . 
уеЕ 1 — а 
Пусть замкнутый шар Q(yi, г) а Е. Тогда уравнение (11) имеет единственное 
решение у"^ в шаре ß ( j i , г). Последовательность {у„], построеная по соотноше­
нию (1), сходится к у* по норме Н, и имеет место оценка: 
\\у* ~ Уп1 й - - ^ \W - Уо\\. 
1 — а 
Приведенные результаты применяются к решению вообще нелинейных 
функциональных уравнений модифицированным методом Ньютона-Канторо­
вича. 
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